MORE THAN COATINGS:
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CATALOGUE WOOD COATINGS INTERIOR
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Videre Rebus Coatings (VR Coatings) is an international
brand of Prime Top Alliance. We provide our customers with
sustainable and robust coating solutions for substrates such
as wood. Despite being a young, ambitious and dynamic
company, we possess a great deal of know-how and years
of experience as we have some of the most qualified experts
in the industry.
Our product portfolio includes interior as well as exterior
coatings, both solvent and waterborne, with a particularly
wide colour range. Manufactured at our production sites
throughout Europe, the high quality and durability of our
product portfolio has been confirmed by external test
certificates and exposure tests.
But not only our products are first class, as we also provide
our customers with excellent additional services such as
training or marketing support. We are very proud of being
particularly customer-focused, meaning that our intercultural
knowledge teams work in close cooperation with our customers
to find the best, innovative and sustainable solutions.
VR Coatings takes the issues of sustainability and social
responsibility very seriously. These are two of our central
themes that are implemented throughout our company, and
we ensure that we never promise anything we can’t deliver.
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A stain is used to colour the wood or to give it a special colour effect without changing
the structure of the wood. Depending on the desired effect and colour, stains can have
a stronger or weaker covering effect. The less covering the stain, the more the colour of
the wood is also perceived in the overall colour. Furthermore, the sanding and the rest
of the system will also influence the final colour. It is therefore important to test the colour
on wood with the same sanding and system before applying the final stain.
In order to help you when working with stains, here
are the most important rules for applying stains:
•	Read the technical information in the technical
datasheet carefully.

•	If you apply the stain with a brush or sponge, first
apply generously in the direction of the grain, and
then crosswise. After that, disperse the stain with a
brush in the direction of the grain and wipe off the
brush every time.

•	Good lighting is important in order to see if the stain
has been applied everywhere in the same amount.

•	Take note: sprayed stains will look different to
brushed stains!

•	Soft wood does not take on stains on parts with resin.
The resin needs to be removed.

• Always clean your tools directly after usage.

•	End grain takes on the stain much
better, which can lead to darker
parts. In this case it is helpful to
water the end grain and to apply the
stain on the moist wood.

It is important that the sanding paper is clean and "sharp".
If the sandpaper starts clogging, the wood fibers will not
be cut, but will be pressed down instead. They will rise up
after applying the stain or primer. It is very important to
change the sandpaper regularly. The sanding must be
carried out in the direction of the grain and with only
minimal pressure. After sanding, the wood dust has to be
removed with a brush and/or compressed air to make sure
that it is completely removed from the pores of the wood.
Otherwise, it can lead to a dirt surface after applying the
stain, or may cause graying on colorless coatings.

TI

Nowadays most of the wooden compounds on the
market are already pre-sanded. In such cases final and/or
fine grinding will be enough. Fine sanding leads to a
better surface after coating and less material to create
the perfect skin.

P

Good wood preparation is the first step towards achieving the perfect skin for your wood.
If the wood preparation is not carried out properly, fibers may go through the surface or
the color of stains may become uneven. That is why good raw wood sanding is required.

THE IDEAL RAW WOOD SANDING
PROCESS IS AS FOLLOWS:

1.

Rough grinding with 120 grit

2.

Final grinding with 150 grit

3.

Fine grinding with 180 grit

As of hard veneer sanding, for example, oak: it requires
use of 180 grit for rough grinding and 240 grit for final
and/or fine grinding. Soft veneer, for example, anegry
requires 240 grit for rough grinding and 320 grit for final
and/or fine grinding.

•	Wood dust from sanding has to be
removed completely.
•	Shake or stirr the stain well before
use.
•	If you spray the stain it is important
to spray it evenly across the surface.
When applying on deep porous
wood, use a brush or a rag to
wipe of.
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TIPS & TRICKS –

THE PERFECT HIGH GLOSS SKIN
Creating the perfect high gloss skin is often considered to be the master discipline. High
gloss surfaces place the highest demands on the substrate, the application and the used
materials. What makes it all the more difficult is the fact that mistakes during the pretreatment of the substrate, the priming or sanding will be seen in the final high gloss surface.
Within the range of VR Coatings SEDIPAN solventborne interior products you will find a
range of clear (e.g. SEDIPAN SAPT 560) and opaque (e.g. SEDIPAN SPUT 620) high gloss
topcoats that will help you to create a perfect high gloss skin thanks to their ease of use.
Furthermore, please follow the mentioned tips in
order to ensure perfect results every time:
•	Read the technical information in the technical
datasheet carefully.
•	Make sure that your spray environment is dust free! If
necessary, wet the floor with water.

TIPS & TRICKS –

THE PERFECT SKIN ON MDF

TI

P

The wooden composite MDF (medium density fiberboard) is a widespread wood material. For
its production mainly raw soft wood is broken down into fibers. These fibers are then pressed
together with glue under high temperatures. The result is a wooden compound that, contrary to
normal bare wood, has the same characteristics crosswise and lengthwise.

EXPERT TIPS FOR MDF
	Ideal moisture level of the MDF for
coating is 5–7%
	Avoid sharp edges in the milling
parts
	Use filler on edges and milled parts
twice in order to reduce uneven
paint absorbtion

Due to the pressing procedure, MDF is hard on the outside and porous in the inside. Furthermore, MDF is very
good to mill. However, a big disadvantage of MDF is that
the fibers are open after milling. It is therefore important
to coat them very carefully.
Because of the many different MDF qualities available on
the market, it is a challenge to create products that provide a perfect skin. Fast drying primers can be used for
good MDF qualities where the fibers are not that high.
Slower drying primers are used for poor MDF qualities in
order to surround the fibers better, which results in improved sanding of these fibers.
A polyester primer is best suited if the MDF quality is very
poor, the process has to be very fast or the water uptake
has to be reduced a great deal.

•	Depending on the wood species, it may be necessary
to apply the primer two times (if the wood is particularly absorbent like limba, mahogany, rosewood, teak
or other exotic woods).
•	On fine porous wood it may be necessary to thin the
primer and finish in order to close the pores.
•	Sanding of the primer should be carried out with
400-600 grit sandpaper

•	Sanding of the finish should be carried out 800-1200
grit or even finer sandpaper. Wet sanding is possible
up to 2000 grit.
•	Please make sure you strictly adhere to the drying
times stated in the technical datasheets before
polishing the surface!
•	Use a hand polishing machine with polishing mop and
not more than 1200 rpm.
• Make sure you do not overheat the surface.
•	Check with the supplier of your polishing paste to see
if it is suitable for your chosen finish.
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YOUR BENEFITS
WHEN USING SEDIPAN

If you are looking for high-quality interior coatings, you should consider applying the
perfect skin. The SEDIPAN solventborne interior products from VR Coatings enable you to
create coatings that are as unique as human skin.
As a company that is always open to its customers’ needs,
we’ve got products that fulfill all your requirements –
without a bloated portfolio. For interior we have focused
our efforts on dual-compound solventborne products, as
they provide the high performance that our customers
require.

PU ACRYLIC

OUR PRODUCTS – YOUR BENEFITS:
	Just the right amount of products to
cover all applications

Our multifunctional products can be used in a wide range
of application areas as e.g. furniture, kitchen cabinets,
flooring, interior doors or interior claddings. They can be
easily modified with respect to their drying times by
choosing different thinners. With our stains and effects,
you can easily create unique colours and ageing effects on
your interior wood constructions.

	Saving time due to fast drying and
recoatability

And the best thing is that we can provide you with tintable bases that you can tint manually via a rack system or
automatically with a tinting machine.

	Scratch and mar resistance for a
longlasting perfect skin

	Easy to use thanks to the good flow
of the products

SEDIPAN is nothing short of a revolutionary system that uses cutting-edge technology
to provide coating solutions for a wide variety of wood applications. It is based on
in-depth research and an innate sense for colour, making this more than your average
coating system. Even the name itself is based on the chemical nomenclature that makes
SEDIPAN such an exceptional system.
Apart from the fact that SEDIPAN comes with the added
benefit of our comprehensive know-how and in-depth
services, it knows to impress with an easy portfolio which
brings you the right amount of products for different
fields of application. Furthermore, VR Coatings provides
with SEDIPAN systems that brings high scratch resistance
in opaque systems so that an additional clear coat is not
necessary.

But even when it comes to additional features, SEDIPAN is
able to deliver, providing the possibility of effects, and additional products, special high scratch resistance products
for floors, different thinners to adapt the drying time to
your process and an easy stain tinting system. This all goes
to show: we understand your needs and have incorporated the respective solutions in SEDIPAN – our product
range for wood applications.

	Clarity of the paint film for the
perfect skin
EXPLANATION PRODUCT NAMES

SEDIPAN SPUP 100
SEDIPAN

S = Solvent
PU = Polyurethan
P = Primer/Sealer
100 = Transparent

VR COATINGS LIBRARY
S

Solvent

PU

Polyurethan

PD

Patina Decapo

H

Hardener

W

Water

PE

Polyester

PC

Tinting Patina

ST

Thinner

T

Topcoat

V

Various

AK

Alkyd

100, 300, 500

Transparent

M

Midcoat

SC

Stains

AC

Acrylat

200, 400, 600

Opaque

P

Primer

A

Additive

COC Colourants
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SEDIPAN SAPP 360

SEALER

Solventborne transparent 2K spray sealer

AREA OF USE

kitchen cabinet,
interior doors,
furniture

SEALER
TOPCOAT

Technical info: Cure with 10% by vol SEDIPAN SH-180

PRODUCT CODE: V550R593C20
AREA OF USE

TOPCOAT
SEALER

APPLICATION TYPE

kitchen cabinet,
interior doors,
furniture

spray, cup gun

PRODUCT CODE: V560R597C99
AREA OF USE

APPLICATION TYPE

• high gloss multipurpose topcoat
• very good levelling
Technical info: Cure with 80-100% by vol/weight SEDIPAN SH-190
Gloss level: 99

PACKAGING
25 l

SEDIPAN SAPT 560
Solventborne transparent 2K spray topcoat

PACKAGING

spray, cup gun

• multipurpose topcoat
• very good levelling

Gloss level: 20

The perfect system for high quality needs in multipurpose usage areas. Our
Acrylic transparent system provides a very high resistance against ethanol,
coffee and greasy substances. Only one sealer is needed, irrespectively of
whether you are trying to achieve a high or low gloss finish. The high level
of transparency ensures the natural look of the wood without the yellowing
effect of Alkyd systems.

APPLICATION TYPE

25 l

SEDIPAN SAPT 550
Solventborne transparent 2K spray topcoat

COLOURS

PRODUCT CODE: V350R092Cxx

• multipurpose sealer
• good levelling and sanding properties

Technical info: Cure with 10% by vol SEDIPAN SH-180

PU ACRYLIC
TRANSPARENT

TINTERS

PACKAGING
25 l

kitchen cabinet,
interior doors,
furniture

spray, cup gun
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SEDIPAN SAPP 260

SEALER
PRIMER

Solventborne PU-Acr 2K primer

AREA OF USE

kitchen cabinet,
interior doors,
furniture

SEALER
2IN1
COAT

Technical info: Cure with 20% by vol SEDIPAN SH-180

PRODUCT CODE: V640R596C10
AREA OF USE

SEALER
2IN1 COAT

APPLICATION TYPE

• multipurpose topcoat
• very good levelling
• fast hardening through
• non yellowing
Technical info: Cure with 10% by vol SEDIPAN SH-180
Gloss level: 20

PACKAGING
25 kg

kitchen cabinet,
interior doors,
furniture

SEDIPAN SAPT 660
Solventborne white 2K spray 2in1 (sealer, topcoat)

PACKAGING

spray

• multipurpose self sealing topcoat
• good levelling and sanding properties

Gloss level: 10

One product for the perfect opaque coating cycle. You no longer have to
think about which primer is best to use, as our Acrylic opaque system is
self-sealing, with high resistance against ethanol, coffee and greasy
substances.

APPLICATION TYPE

25 l

SEDIPAN SAPP 650
Solventborne white 2K spray 2in1 (sealer, topcoat)

COLOURS

PRODUCT CODE: V260R593C20

• multipurpose primer
• very good levelling and hardening through

Technical info: Cure with 10% by vol SEDIPAN SH-180

PU ACRYLIC
OPAQUE

TINTERS

spray

PRODUCT CODE: V660R592Cxx
AREA OF USE

APPLICATION TYPE

PACKAGING
25 l

kitchen cabinet,
interior doors,
furniture

spray
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SEDIPAN SPUP 100
SEALER
SEALER

Universal solvent borne isolator/pore filler and sanding primer

AREA OF USE

SEALER
SEALER

• thixotropic sealer
• higher Sagging
• good levelling
Technical info: Cure with 50 % by vol SEDIPAN SH-115

Interior wooden
elements, bathrooms

SEALER
SEALER

Solventborne transparent 2K spray sealer

AREA OF USE

APPLICATION TYPE

Solventborne transparent 2K spray sealer

kitchen cabinet,
interior doors,
furniture

spray, cup gun

PRODUCT CODE: V340R144Cxx
AREA OF USE

APPLICATION TYPE

PACKAGING
25 l

kitchen cabinet,
interior doors,
furniture

spray, cup gun

PRODUCT CODE: V380R189Cxx
AREA OF USE

APPLICATION TYPE

• natural look sealer
• very good levelling

Technical info: Cure with 50 % by vol SEDIPAN SH-115

PACKAGING
25 kg

SEDIPAN SPUP 380

SEALER

spray, cup gun, brush

• high filling sealer
• good levelling
Technical info: Cure with 50% by vol SEDIPAN SH-100 or SEDIPAN
SH-115

PACKAGING

PRODUCT CODE: V320R230Cxx

SEDIPAN SPUP 340

If you are looking for competitive priced sealer that still provides good
resistance in the complete system, our Alkyd clear sealer are perfect for
you! They are as individual as your application needs: whether higher
sagging, higher filling, natural feeling or just for common use, our
PU-Alkyd transparent sealer will be sure to meet your requirements.

APPLICATION TYPE

25 kg

SEDIPAN SPUP 320
Solventborne transparent 2K spray sealer

COLOURS

PRODUCT CODE: V100RISFC01

• multipurpose isolator on porous woods / MDF
• for a perfect preperation of difficult substrates
Technical info: Cure with 100 % by vol SEDIPAN SH-125

PU ALKYD
TRANSPARENT SEALER

TINTERS

PACKAGING
25 l

kitchen cabinet,
interior doors,
furniture

spray, cup gun
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SEDIPAN SPUP 390
SEALER
SEALER

Solventborne transparent 2K spray / brush sealer

AREA OF USE

SEALER
TOPCOAT
SEALER

Solventborne transparent 2K spray topcoat

Technical info: Cure with 50% by vol SEDIPAN SH-115

flooring, stairs

AREA OF USE

TOPCOAT
SEALER

APPLICATION TYPE

kitchen cabinet,
interior doors,
furniture

spray, cup gun

PRODUCT CODE: V520R737Cxx
AREA OF USE

APPLICATION TYPE

• high gloss multipurpose topcoat
• very good levelling
Technical info: Cure with 70-100% by weight SEDIPAN SH-160 or
SH-167

PACKAGING
25 l

PACKAGING
25 l

kitchen cabinet,
interior doors,
furniture

spray, cup gun

Gloss level: 99

SEDIPAN SPUT 530

The perfect skin for flooring? No problem with our special products with
high scratch resistance! When used together as a system, you can be sure
that your floor, table or any other part that is prone to scratched will be
perfectly protected! Using merely the sealer in combination with our other
PU-Alkyd transparent topcoats also increases their scratch resistance.

spray, cup gun, brush

PRODUCT CODE: V500R710C30

SEDIPAN SPUT 520
Solventborne transparent 2K spray topcoat

PACKAGING
5l

• multipurpose topcoat
• very good levelling

Gloss level: 30

Solventborne transparent 2K spray topcoat for high scratch
resistance

SEALER
TOPCOAT

Keep it simple with the PU-Alkyd transparent topcoats. These topcoats
help reduce your storage space as you do not require different products for
different areas of usage! They can be used for kitchen cabinets, furniture,
interior doors, etc. and provide good resistance against ethanol, coffee
and greasy substances. The topcoats can be combined with all types of
PU-Alkyd transparent SEDIPAN sealers.

APPLICATION TYPE

• good levelling and sanding sealer
Technical info: Cure with 50% by vol SEDIPAN SH-170

COLOURS

PRODUCT CODE: V390R175Cxx

SEDIPAN SPUT 500

PU ALKYD TRANSPARENT
TOPCOATS / SPECIALS

TINTERS

PRODUCT CODE: V530R675Cxx
AREA OF USE

APPLICATION TYPE

• high scratch resistance topcoat
• good levelling
Technical info: Cure with 100% by vol SEDIPAN SH-170
Gloss level: 30, 70

PACKAGING
5l

flooring, stairs

spray, cup gun
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SEDIPAN SPUP 200

PRIMER

Solventborne white 2K spray primer
• multipurpose primer
• good levelling and sanding properties
• fast drying time
Technical info: Cure with 50% by weight SEDIPAN SH-115

SEALER
PRIMER

• primer for bad MDF quality
• slower drying time
• good sanding properties
• good filling properties
Technical info: Cure with 50% by weight SEDIPAN SH-140

AREA OF USE

PRIMER

PU ALKYD
OPAQUE

• polyester primer
• very good filling properties
• very fast drying time

kitchen cabinet,
interior doors,
furniture

TOPCOAT

Solventborne white 2K spray topcoat
• multipurpose topcoat
• very good levelling
• high scratch resistance
Technical info: Cure with 50% by vol SEDIPAN SH-120, SH-150

PACKAGING

spray, cup gun

PRODUCT CODE: V210R172Cxx
AREA OF USE

APPLICATION TYPE

PACKAGING
25 kg

kitchen cabinet,
interior doors,
furniture

spray, cup gun

PRODUCT CODE: V250R144C01
AREA OF USE

APPLICATION TYPE

PACKAGING
25 kg

kitchen cabinet,
interior doors,
furniture

SEDIPAN SPUT 600
Opaque coatings for MDF and wood are no problem with our PU-Alkyd
opaque primers. Designed for MDF, they are also ideally suited to meet all
the requirements of bare wood! As the quality of many substrates decreases from year to year (which is particularly true for MDF), we have designed
primers for every quality and every working speed, all of which have
perfect sanding and filling properties.

APPLICATION TYPE

25 kg

SEDIPAN SPEP 250
Solventborne white 2K primer

COLOURS

PRODUCT CODE: V200R233Cxx

SEDIPAN SPUP 210
Solventborne white 2K spray primer

TINTERS

spray, cup gun

PRODUCT CODE: V600R710Cxx
AREA OF USE

APPLICATION TYPE

PACKAGING
25 kg

kitchen cabinet,
interior doors,
furniture

spray, cup gun

Gloss level: 20, 30

SEDIPAN SPUT 620
Solventborne white 2K spray topcoat

TOPCOAT

Keep it simple with the PU-Alkyd opaque topcoats. These topcoats help
reduce your storage space as you do not require different products for
different areas of usage! They can be used for kitchen cabinets, furniture,
interior doors, etc. A special feature of our opaque topcoats is their scratch
resistance. You do not need to apply a clear coat on top, as the topcoat
itself provides the required scratch and marr resistance.

• high gloss multipurpose topcoat
• very good levelling
• high scratch resistance
Technical info: Cure with 80-100% by weight SEDIPAN SH-167
Gloss level: 99

PRODUCT CODE: V620R737C99
AREA OF USE

APPLICATION TYPE

PACKAGING
25 kg

kitchen cabinet,
interior doors,
furniture

spray, cup gun
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SEDIPAN SH-100

PRODUCT CODE: V100R029Cxx

SEDIPAN STF-040

PRODUCT CODE: V040R102Cxx

Polyisocyanate curing agent

PACKAGING: 12,5 l

Thinner for PU products – fast

PACKAGING: 25 l

SEDIPAN SH-115

PRODUCT CODE: V115R033Cxx

SEDIPAN STM-045

PRODUCT CODE: V045R150Cxx

Polyisocyanate curing agent

PACKAGING: 12,5 L

Thinner for PU products – medium

PACKAGING: 25 l

SEDIPAN SH-120

PRODUCT CODE: V120R058Cxx

SEDIPAN STM-050

PRODUCT CODE: V050R203Cxx

Polyisocyanate non yellowing curing agent

PACKAGING: 12,5 L

Thinner for PU products – medium

PACKAGING: 25 l

SEDIPAN SH-125

PRODUCT CODE: V120R058Cxx

SEDIPAN STS-055

PRODUCT CODE: V055R214Cxx

Polyisocyanate curing agent

PACKAGING: 12,5 L

Thinner for PU products – medium/slow

PACKAGING: 25 l

SEDIPAN SH-140

PRODUCT CODE: V140R097Cxx

SEDIPAN STS-060

PRODUCT CODE: V060R016Cxx

Polyisocyanate curing agent

PACKAGING: 12,5 l

Thinner for PU products – slow

PACKAGING: 25 l

SEDIPAN SH-150

PRODUCT CODE: V150R620Cxx

SEDIPAN STR-065

PRODUCT CODE: V065R001Cxx

Polyisocyanate non yellowing curing agent

PACKAGING: 12,5 L

Thinner for PU products – retarder

PACKAGING: 25 l

SEDIPAN SH-160

PRODUCT CODE: V160R737Cxx

SEDIPAN STN-067

PRODUCT CODE: V067R015Cxx

Polyisocyanate curing agent

PACKAGING: 12,5 L

Thinner for NC products – medium

PACKAGING: 25 l

SEDIPAN SH-165

PRODUCT CODE: V165R736Cxx

SEDIPAN STA-070

PRODUCT CODE: V070R091Cxx

Polyisocyanate non yellowing curing agent

PACKAGING: 12,5 L

Thinner for AX products

PACKAGING: 25 l

SEDIPAN SH-167

PRODUCT CODE: V167R737Cxx

SEDIPAN STU-075

PRODUCT CODE: V075R010Cxx

Polyisocyanate curing agent

PACKAGING: 25 L

Thinner – Reducer Unicolour

PACKAGING: 25 l

SEDIPAN SH-170

PRODUCT CODE: V170R775Cxx

Polyisocyanate curing agent

PACKAGING: 2,5 l, 5 l

SEDIPAN SH-180

PRODUCT CODE: V180R902C25

Polyisocyanate non yellowing curing agent

PACKAGING: 2,5 l, 5 l

SEDIPAN SH-190

PRODUCT CODE: V190R907Cxx

Polyisocyanate non yellowing curing agent

PACKAGING: 25 l
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SEDIPAN SUC-Base Brown

PRODUCT CODE: VCCBR003Cxx

SEDIPAN SPIC-Silver

PRODUCT CODE: VSILRPTC01J

Universal wood dye, water or UNITHINNER soluble – Dilute 1:10

PACKAGING: 25 l

Solvent based "ageing" solution – mix well before use

PACKAGING: 25 l

SEDIPAN SUC-100 WHITE BASE

PRODUCT CODE: VCCBR100CB1

SEDIPAN SPIC-Gold

PRODUCT CODE: VGOLRPTC01H

Universal wood dye, water or UNITHINNER soluble – Dilute 1:10

PACKAGING: 25 l

Solvent based "ageing" solution – mix well before use

PACKAGING: 5 l

SEDIPAN SUC-110 BLUE BASE

PRODUCT CODE: VCCBR110CD1

Universal wood dye, water or UNITHINNER soluble – Dilute 1:10

PACKAGING: 25 l

AREA OF USE:

SEDIPAN SUC-120 BLUE F BASE

PRODUCT CODE: VCCBR120CD2

Universal wood dye, water or UNITHINNER soluble – Dilute 1:10

PACKAGING: 25 l

SEDIPAN SUC-130 BROWN BASE

PRODUCT CODE: VCCBR130CQ3

The SEDIPAN Stains can be used in solventborne as well as waterborne environments. The products are easy to
apply, have a very good colour reproducibility and can be used on various wood species. Our stains base colours
can be used to create colours according to available formulations or to create individual customer colours. Our
recipe suggestions can be found in the VR Coatings Tinting Manual.

Universal wood dye, water or UNITHINNER soluble – Dilute 1:10

PACKAGING: 25 l

SEDIPAN SUC-140 YELLOW BASE

PRODUCT CODE: VCCBR140CH1

Universal wood dye, water or UNITHINNER soluble – Dilute 1:10

PACKAGING: 25 l

SEDIPAN SUC-150 YELLOW LEMON BASE

PRODUCT CODE: VCCBR150CA1

Universal wood dye, water or UNITHINNER soluble – Dilute 1:10

PACKAGING: 25 l

SEDIPAN SUC-160 RED BASE

PRODUCT CODE: VCCBR160CT1

Universal wood dye, water or UNITHINNER soluble – Dilute 1:10

PACKAGING: 25 l

SEDIPAN SUC-170 RED F BASE

PRODUCT CODE: VCCBR170CT2

Universal wood dye, water or UNITHINNER soluble – Dilute 1:10

PACKAGING: 25 l

SEDIPAN SUC-180 BLACK BASE

PRODUCT CODE: VCCBR180CN1

Universal wood dye, water or UNITHINNER soluble – Dilute 1:10

PACKAGING: 25 l

SEDIPAN SUC-190 ORANGE BASE

PRODUCT CODE: VCCBR190CA1

Universal wood dye, water or UNITHINNER soluble – Dilute 1:10

PACKAGING: 25 l

AREA OF USE:

APPLICATION TYPE:

APPLICATION TYPE:

With the VR Coatings Effects you can create a special lustre on the wood. The effect coatings can be overcoated
with various kinds of VR Coatings topcoats. Our special effectss coating techniques satisfy even the most
individual customer expectations.
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PU ALKYD TINTERS
Our tinters were developed for the PU Alkyd products to provide high colour
accuracy as well as great colour strength for optimized hiding power.

SEDIPAN SCOC 505 White

PRODUCT CODE: VTPR505C4B1

SEDIPAN SCOC 564 Tyrian Purple

PRODUCT CODE: VTPR564C4T5

Solvent based colourant for PU Alkyd tinting system

PACKAGING: 7 kg

Solvent based colourant for PU Alkyd tinting system

PACKAGING: 3,5 kg

SEDIPAN SCOC 510 Smokey Black

PRODUCT CODE: VTPR510C4N1

SEDIPAN SCOC 570 Oxford Blue

PRODUCT CODE: VTPR570C4D1

Solvent based colourant for PU Alkyd tinting system

PACKAGING: 3,5 KG

Solvent based colourant for PU Alkyd tinting system

PACKAGING: 3,5 kg

SEDIPAN SCOC 512 Deep Black

PRODUCT CODE: VTPR512C4N2

SEDIPAN SCOC 572 Alfa Blue

PRODUCT CODE: VTPR572C4D2

Solvent based colourant for PU Alkyd tinting system

PACKAGING: 3,5 KG

Solvent based colourant for PU Alkyd tinting system

PACKAGING: 3,5 kg

SEDIPAN SCOC 515 Tangerine Yellow

PRODUCT CODE: VTPR515C4H3

SEDIPAN SCOC 575 Midnight Violet

PRODUCT CODE: VTPR575C4Y1

Solvent based colourant for PU Alkyd tinting system

PACKAGING: 3,5 KG

Solvent based colourant for PU Alkyd tinting system

PACKAGING: 3,5 kg

SEDIPAN SCOC 520 Yellow Brown

PRODUCT CODE: VTPR520C4H1

SEDIPAN SCOC 580 Dark Green

PRODUCT CODE: VTPR580C4W1

Solvent based colourant for PU Alkyd tinting system

PACKAGING: 5 kg

Solvent based colourant for PU Alkyd tinting system

PACKAGING: 3,5 kg

SEDIPAN SCOC 525 Fulvous Yellow

PRODUCT CODE: VTPR525C4H2

Solvent based colourant for PU Alkyd tinting system

PACKAGING: 3,5 kg

SEDIPAN SCOC 540 Pumpkin Orange (indoor only)

PRODUCT CODE: VTPR540C4A1

Solvent based colourant for PU Alkyd tinting system

PACKAGING: 3,5 kg

SEDIPAN SCOC 550 UP Maroon Red

PRODUCT CODE: VTPR550C4T1

Solvent based colourant for PU Alkyd tinting system

PACKAGING: 7 kg

SEDIPAN SCOC 552 Rosewood Red (indoor only)

PRODUCT CODE: VTPR552C4T2

Solvent based colourant for PU Alkyd tinting system

PACKAGING: 3,5 kg

SEDIPAN SCOC 562 Harvard Crimson Red

PRODUCT CODE: VTPR562C4T4

Solvent based colourant for PU Alkyd tinting system

PACKAGING: 3,5 kg
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PU ACRYLIC TINTERS
Our specially developed Acrylic tinters are used in combination with PU Acrylic
products. The portfolio is defined by particular colour accuracy and product
compatibility, with no compromises in terms of quality.

SEDIPAN SCOCA 905 White

PRODUCT CODE: VTPR905C9B5

SEDIPAN SCOCA 962 Harvard Crimson Red

PRODUCT CODE: VTPR962C9T2

Solvent based colourants for PU-Acrylic tinting system

PACKAGING: 3,5 kg

Solvent based colourants for PU-Acrylic tinting system

PACKAGING: 3,5 kg

SEDIPAN SCOCA 910 Smokey Black

PRODUCT CODE: VTPR910C9N0

SEDIPAN SCOCA 964 Tyrian Purple

PRODUCT CODE: VTPR964C9T4

Solvent based colourants for PU-Acrylic tinting system

PACKAGING: 3,5 KG

Solvent based colourants for PU-Acrylic tinting system

PACKAGING: 3,5 kg

SEDIPAN SCOCA 912 Deep Black

PRODUCT CODE: VTPR912C9N2

SEDIPAN SCOCA 970 Oxford Blue

PRODUCT CODE: VTPR970C9D0

Solvent based colourants for PU-Acrylic tinting system

PACKAGING: 3,5 KG

Solvent based colourants for PU-Acrylic tinting system

PACKAGING: 3,5 kg

SEDIPAN SCOCA 915 Tangerine Yellow

PRODUCT CODE: VTPR915C9H5

SEDIPAN SCOCA 972 Alfa Blue

PRODUCT CODE: VTPR972C9D2

Solvent based colourants for PU-Acrylic tinting system

PACKAGING: 3,5 KG

Solvent based colourants for PU-Acrylic tinting system

PACKAGING: 3,5 kg

SEDIPAN SCOCA 920 Yellow Brown

PRODUCT CODE: VTPR920C9H0

SEDIPAN SCOCA 975 Midnight Violet

PRODUCT CODE: VTPR975C9Y5

Solvent based colourants for PU-Acrylic tinting system

PACKAGING: 3,5 kg

Solvent based colourants for PU-Acrylic tinting system

PACKAGING: 3,5 kg

SEDIPAN SCOCA 925 Fulvous Yellow

PRODUCT CODE: VTPR925C9H5

SEDIPAN SCOCA 980 Dark Green

PRODUCT CODE: VTPR580C4W1

Solvent based colourants for PU-Acrylic tinting system

PACKAGING: 3,5 kg

Solvent based colourants for PU-Acrylic tinting system

PACKAGING: 3,5 kg

SEDIPAN SCOCA 928 Yellow Medium

PRODUCT CODE: VTPR928C9H8

Solvent based colourants for PU-Acrylic tinting system

PACKAGING: 3,5 kg

SEDIPAN SCOCA 940 Pumpkin Orange (indoor only)

PRODUCT CODE: VTPR940C9A0

Solvent based colourants for PU-Acrylic tinting system

PACKAGING: 3,5 kg

SEDIPAN SCOCA 950 UP Maroon Red

PRODUCT CODE: VTPR950C9T0

Solvent based colourants for PU-Acrylic tinting system

PACKAGING: 3,5 kg

SEDIPAN SCOCA 954 Bordeaux

PRODUCT CODE: VTPR954C9T4

Solvent based colourants for PU-Acrylic tinting system

PACKAGING: 3,5 kg
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OUR WORLD –
A TRUE FESTIVAL OF COLOUR

ACRYLIC

ALKYD

VR Colours:
This covering collection is based on stable,
lightfast pigments, and provides design
colour shades such as pastel shades.

While many manufacturers provide mere coating systems,
we actually provide a world of colour. Our perception of
colour is based on smart thinking and manifests itself in
all the products and services we provide. It is safe to say
that the deeper you delve into a matter, the more you will
understand it – and when it comes to colour, we’ve gone
pretty-much as deep as you can go.
Following the perceptions of the Theory of Colours, published by the great
German poet and scientist Johann Wolfgang von Goethe in the early 19th
century, we too have spent much time and effort deliberating about the nature
of colours and how these are perceived by humans. It is thus that we can
proudly say that we have gone further than most to actually understand what
constitutes colour, the effects it has, and how just the right colours can actually be created. We believe that colour really spices up our lives and are therefore true advocates of magnificent colours.
A truly modern as well as natural colour system
Our colour system was designed to support the naturalness of the substrates
it is applied on and to emphasize the natural beauty. We implement state-ofthe-art technologies to develop sophisticated pigment combinations that not
only underline the look of the respective substrate but also minimize the chemical and mechanical abrasion. The individual colour combinations are created
by using special software in conjunction with manual or industrial colour dispensing machines. Our customers are therefore given the possibility of creating and adapting individual colours through the use of spectroscopes, thus
enabling particularly rapid colour selection and production.
A world of colour ideally suited to your needs
Although we are able to provide all manner of colours, our world of colours is
generally influenced by Mediterranean colour creations with a particular focus
on all kind of colours for stains. We have found that the use of RAL and NCS
colour samples is ideally suited for opaque colours, while the individual shades
are approved for the respective application area and installation position.
Goethe ascertained that there is a difference between the optical spectrum of
colours and the phenomenon of human colour perception. However, we are
sure that our colours will always be perceived as truly magnificent, not least
due to the unique surface quality of our coating systems that ensures the longterm durability of the colours.

VR Stains:
This staining collection provides a wide range of freely mixable colour shades and is defined by universal recoatability,
stable & lighfast pigments as well as high brilliance.

RAL Colours:
This standard RAL collection provides covering
colour shades, and is well known in the market
due to its proven, high-quality colour shades.

HARDENER &
THINNER

STAINS &
EFFECTS

TINTERS

COLOURS
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NOTES:

www.vr-coatings.net
info@vr-coatings.net
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